FLAT STANLEY and FLAT EVIE

An adventure…
Flat Stanley with my friends at Bar Point
Then I sent him to England
He visited my Dad’s friends in Manchester
This is me with the Pendleton Family.
Flat Stanley enjoyed playing with Molly, Tess and their pets.
I also made a flat Evie
Then I sent her to England
She visited my Cousins in Crowborough
Hi Evie,

We took Flat Evie to the centre of our town, Crowborough, where there is a statue of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the author of the Sherlock Holmes stories, who lived in the town for 23 years.

Crowborough is in the English county of East Sussex. It is placed upon one of the highest ridges in the county, 242 metres above sea level. It is 35 miles south of London and 29 miles north of the English south coast.

Flat Evie is now on her way upto Traquair in Scotland.

With love,

Finlay, Eden and Kyle.

xxx
Then she visited my other cousins in Scotland
Dear Evie

Here is flat Evie, home safe and sound from Scotland. Flar Evie has had a visit our with Aunty Kathleen and Rob. She has visited Glengaber, stayed in the Tipi for a night and played in the garden with Amanda. Flar Evie has also done some meditation beside the Buddha head in the garden. She also liked to sit on the steps in our front garden.

We have sent photos of Evie to you in emails. We hope they have arrived safely.

Thank you for letting us take part in Flar Evie’s adventures. It has been fun!

Lots of love,

Amanda & Rob ☺️